TRAVEL NOTES JOURNAL pdf
1: Travel Diaries - make your travel diary online
As POPSUGAR editors, we write about stuff we love and we think you'll like too. POPSUGAR often has affiliate
partnerships, so we may get a share of the revenue from your purchase.

Blog or book is a matter of taste and whether you want to share your journal. If you travel with a laptop or
tablet and keyboard like I do, a blog is possible and you can set one up a blog for free on TravelPod or
WordPress. If you choose an old-school journal, choose one that is sturday. I like a notebook and pen as the
information will never be lost with a technology change and the journals look cool on your shelf. This is a fun
and inspiring travel journal. Rough out your itinerary in a few pages at the front of your journal. You can do
this before you leave. Allow lots of space between points so you can keep track of how your itinerary changes
as you travel. But every day should have an entry. Writing every day, even small details, will help you
maintain your momentum. Miss a few days and sometimes the practice of writing a journal can be lost for the
entire trip so try to make a notation no matter how small. Aim for brilliance once in a while. When you can
take the time to sit down and think back over the day, think about the places you went, the people you met, the
food you ate, the scents you took notice of, your activities and the things you learned. As you do take note of
what makes you smile. If you want you can even itemize these under a heading: What Made Me Smile Today.
Consider all the things that made you smile. Is there a theme? As a whole, what did the day mean to you?
What did you learn? How did you change? State one of these in one sentence or a series of three short
sentences. This is the beginning of a great journal entry. Expand on the theme. Explain what you learned.
Provide details of the history or technology or your own potential â€” whatever it is that you learned. Describe
what you thought before and after, why you changed your thinking, how it felt when it happened, what it
means to you. Get down the details. Write them down in bullet points: Have glue with you so that you can add
theater tickets, postcards or part of a brochure to make you pages interesting. You spent the day exploring a
place other than home. We understand the world by contrasting one thing to another.
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2: How to Write a Travel Blog: 7 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
8 Best Travel Journals. 8 Photos. by Danielle Berman and Meredith Carey. A Travel Journal for the Curious Minded.
This little lifesaver makes it easy to jot down notesâ€”sans big black ink.

Saturday, 10 November Notes from a Travel Journal: But on the way, we had an overnight layover in
Singapore and we decided to treat ourselves to something a little bit fancy. One day, it would be fab to spend a
good chunk of time there, but until then, it was lovely to make the most of one night. So here is the Singapore
section from my most recent travel journal. When we emerged into the humid heat of Singapore, it was about
9: But it was actually 4: The Marina Bay Sands. Super fancy, with a matching price tag, but also with a
matching infinity pool which we were itching to try. But first, check in. And then they gave us a mini Cornetto
each too because reasons. Navigating inside the hotel was a whole new experience, with 55 floors which all
look the same and have the same plush, quiet carpet in the corridors and the same decor. When we eventually
found the right lift and Pete discovered our room, it was nice to finally ditch our bags and feel like we had
made it! The view from the room was wonderful: The bed was huge and super comfy, the bathroom was
cavernous with two sinks and overall, it felt pretty luxurious. It was nice to swap plane clothes for something
cooler, and then we headed out into the now-dark Singapore night to find the super trees. The evening proved
busy; there were lots of people out and about and as we made our way to the super tree grove, we had to
weave in and out of tourists all hoping to get the perfect photo. The super trees are amazing. We lay down on
the smooth flags under the giant tree-esque structures and watched the moon shining between the branches.
And then the rhapsody began: I felt suddenly very emotional: After the show, we headed through the park to
Satay by the Bay: While the noodle dish proved unexpectedly to contain several baby octopus
unceremoniously picked out by us everything was tasty and I washed it down with a brilliantly purple dragon
fruit and mango juice. We prudishly avoided the frog options. Full, we sauntered back to the hotel, navigating
simply by seeing it poke up above the trees, real or indeed super. Arriving back to our room, we changed into
swimmers and set off to find the pool: Easier said than done: But the pool was spectacular. Slightly chill
against the humid heat of the night air, the water beckoned and we threw our things down on a couple of
poolside loungers and ventured in. Swimming to the side, we leaned over the infinity ledge and took in the
view. Singapore was lit up beneath us: We spent quite a long time hanging on to the edge, enjoying the height,
the sensation of being somewhere so ridiculous and implausible and iconic. We took the obligatory selfies,
obvs, and every so often the surrealness of the situation made me laugh out loud for no reason. After a good
swim by which I mean, a good long gawp at the view and a decent lounge on our sunbeds in the dark, we
decided it was cocktail hour. We navigated back to our room somehow, changed into something other than
damp swimwear, and returned to the roof refreshed and with a dim desire to imbibe some boozy liquid
refreshment. We hit up the rooftop restaurant Spago terrible name and Pete talked the lady into giving us a
sofa with a view out over the gardens by the bay. I was particularly tempted by the last of these but I resolved
firmly to be sensible and not to choose a cocktail based on its name. Which is about as sensible as you can
possibly be when contemplating a cocktail. And so I went for the blend of tequila, passion fruit and chilli that
made up a Devil in Disguise. We eventually departed the bar around midnight, feeling tired. Even though it
was technically only about 5: And then it was time for a swim! The sun was a-shining and we had a lovely
swim, an excellent eyeful of view and a little bit of time drying off on our pool-side sun lounger, now living
up to its name. Sadly we had to check out of our little slice of luxury after that, but we ditched our luggage and
went for a stroll around the marina. Swanky, excellent pool, lovely spacious room with v comfortable bed, but
overall hotel overwhelmingly large and impersonal. Or, to be precise, a food court. The breakfast selection
was somewhat perplexing to our palettes, but when in Rome, as the saying goes, eat an Asian breakfast. So I
had some bao buns chicken which also turned out to contain a boiled egg, and BBQ pork and Pete had chicken
with rice and veg. Plus we washed it all down with a Starbucks tea because although I would rather not be the
person that goes abroad and will only have Starbucks, I also have needs. We took our tea to go and spent the
rest of the morning perambulating the perimeter of the bay, taking in the sights as much as we could and
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taking in the incessant heat as little as we could. We wandered past the Merlion and through the edge of the
financial district, and everything we walked on was land reclaimed from the sea. With 3 hours to go before our
flight, we collected our bags and joined the crowds on the MRT again, this time back to the airport. The next
step of the adventure was about to start. My aim is to do this for each day in November as a personal
challenge, to get photos and words put together and record some of my favourite experiences from the year.
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3: Creating a Travel Journal as a "Private" Blog - The Intentional Travelers
Fill this colorful journal with hand-drawn maps, observation lists, and restaurant reviews. The distinct sections let you
plan for shops, eateries, and cafÃ©s you'd like to visit during your adventures.

Sunday, 11 November Notes from a Travel Journal: Dubrovnik During the Easter break from school, my
partner Pete and I spent a week exploring the delights of Dubrovnik and Montenegro. Dubrovnik was a city
that was new to us both but which everyone seems to say is fantastic. So here are a few highlights from my
travel journal for this trip. We arrived in Dubrovnik after a 3: We caught a bus to the Old Town and watched
as the coastline appeared and the city walls swung into view. We ducked down a small alley which
transformed into a staircase and made it to our lovely hotel at the tail end of lunchtime. Our room was great
and I could lean out of the window up high in the rooftops and peer up and down the street and catch the
sights and sounds and goings-on of the old town. The sun was shining and it was warm; I changed into a dress,
no tights, and Pete donned shorts and we set out for an afternoon adventure! However, we seemed to have
mis-timed things a bit: Which was confusing as it was warm and the air was still, but the cable car man
insisted it was too windy at the top of the mountains. So we explored a little, and visited the Franciscan
Monastery and Pharmacy. Built in the 14th centenary, and then subsequently knocked down and and rebuilt in
the face of war and earthquakes, it was very peaceful. We peered at various relics and admired the murals,
wandering the cloisters. The air began to get chilly and there was a spot or two of rain. Not what we were
dressed for. But no worries, we continued undeterred and went to get an ice cream. The threat of rain turned
into a drizzle and we sauntered through the old town enjoying ever-so-slightly damp ice cream and pondering
our next move. Only one thing for it: Some research indicated a wine bar nearby, so feeling refreshed albeit a
bit sleepy we ventured forth again. I tried a flight of three Croatian wines and Pete opted for beer. Still staying
awake, we clambered up and down steps and alleyways until we came across a restaurant we liked the look of,
and enjoyed a really delicious dinner. But we were both so ready to fall asleep once we got back! Then next
morning, we got up bright and early to explore the city walls; the lady at our hotel had advised doing this
before the tour buses and cruise ships arrive and flood the place with tourists. And that turned out to be an
excellent recommendation. The city walls encircling old Dubrovnik are impressive: The sun jumped in and out
behind the clouds, sparkling off the sea as we clambered up and down steps, admiring the views across the
rooftops or over the ocean. We certainly earned our breakfast. Having made the most of our day, we started
the evening with a couple of drinks at a little bar, which made surprisingly good Caipirinhas! With a couple of
those behind me, we wandered out into the city to find a restaurant. This turned out to be my favourite meal of
the whole trip, at a tiny place Pete found on Trip Adviser. Strolling the streets of Dubrovnik at night was such
a treat. The tourists are mostly gone and stepping into little alleys feels a bit like going back in time. You can
go up and down steps and round corners, suddenly finding yourself in a hidden square or a wider street with
the golden light from restaurant doorways spilling out and the cheerful noise of diners enjoying a meal al
fresco. The air was fresh and as night enveloped the old town, it was very peaceful. Our restaurant claimed to
serve a fusion of Asian and Croatian dishes - CroAsian if you will. I admit it sounds dubious, but they gave us
a table outside with blankets to put round our shoulders just to keep the edge of a chill away, and we ordered.
We shared some fantastic tacos to start, rich with spices and chillies, chicken and chorizo and smothered in a
delicious sauce. Along with another cocktail. Seemed rude not to. An amazing dinner, and a perfect evening in
old Dubrovnik. Our final morning in Dubrovnik dawned bright and sunny and we packed up our
hand-luggage-only possessions and wandered through the old town one last time. It was quiet, the ferry
crowds and tour buses not having yet arrived and the sunlight gleamed off cobbles and slabs worn smooth
over time by many feet. The old town was bright and light, cheerful in its farewell and we sauntered through
the enormous arch of the walls to leave, strolling down to a natural harbour, dominated by the imposing and
majestic walls and keeps, and protected and hidden by vast rocky outcrops. We slid into seats at a harbour-side
restaurant enjoying the view, the sunshine, the sound of the waves. Seagulls wheeled around and peered
curiously at our breakfast when it arrived. It was a lovely golden morning with wonderful company and a
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fantastic aspect. My aim is to do this for each day in November as a personal challenge, to get photos and
words put together and record some of my favourite experiences from the year.
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4: Journal of Curious Things: Notes from a Travel Journal: Singapore Swim
Notes from a Travel Journal: Dubrovnik During the Easter break from school, my partner Pete and I spent a week
exploring the delights of Dubrovnik and Montenegro. Dubrovnik was a city that was new to us both but which everyone
seems to say is fantastic.

Whether you want classic leather or a tiny pocket notebook, these 20 stylish and tough journals would be
perfect for any adventure. These cuties are the perfect size for sticking in your back pocket and are just what
you need with you as you wander the streets. Plus, they have real cherry wood covers. Talk about some
serious motivation. Get inspired to explore the great outdoors with this journal featuring painted mountains.
You can also customize the pages and binding, and add your name to the front. Elegant and sophisticated with
gilded pages and a satin ribbon marker so you never lose your place, this journal is happy about everythingâ€¦
except maybe that layover. This soft-covered retro journal will help you jot down your travel discoveries and
doodle along the way. It also has pockets for you to tuck in your plane or train tickets. This travel-sized
journal has a soft linen cover, an illustrated map of the world, and gorgeous pages printed with metallic lines
and accents. The best part of this travel journal and planner is that it comes with scratch maps of every
continent. Available in a variety of colors, this sturdy notebook, along with its waterproof cover and
weather-proof pages, will tough it out right alongside you and your adventures. Not sure how to keep a travel
journal? This colorfully illustrated journal prompts you to record every fabulous discovery and offers a place
to write down itineraries and important addresses, and includes a reference section full of helpful bits you
might need while navigating the great unknown. You can never go wrong with a sturdy Moleskin notebook.
This portable-sized one is designed to keep all your maps and itineraries neatly organized, and to give you lots
of space to write notes. There is also a map to fill out and a sheet of stickers. Embroider your way across the
map with this hands-on journal. You can place the round fasteners on your destinations and then make a string
map of your travel plans. This little black book has a vegan leather cover and is the ideal travel companion. It
allows you to plan multiple trips, track wishlists and checklists, and record your daily travelogues. These
vintage-inspired notebooks are handbound with covers made of school atlas pages. They come in a variety of
country-themed covers and include vintage landmark illustrations on the 32 interior pages. For the organized
traveler, this journal has you covered with different tabbed sections including areas to plan long and short trips
, calendars, checklists, and adhesive labels. Tell us how it may or may not have enhanced your travel
experience BritandCo. She loves creating art, traveling, and all things chocolate. A native to the Great
Northwest, she is currently living in London and pretending to be a mature grad student.
5: VOLO - Create your kind of journal
Notes from a Travel Journal: Singapore Swim Today I'm sharing a little snippet of a very recent trip: my partner and I
spent two weeks travelling around Indonesia during the October half term which was absolutely incredible.

6: Reading : Travel notes journal PDF Book
A travel journal just for friends who may be interested in our travels.

7: How to Write a Great Travel Journal: 9 Tips
Travel Journal: 6 x 9, lined journal, travel notebook, blank book notebook, durable cover, pages for writing notes [Travel
Journal, Blank Lined Journal] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

8: Memo Books, Notebooks, Journals & Planners | Field Notes
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Even though we all travel with laptops or tablets, there is something therapeutic about pouring out your hopes, dreams,
frustrations, and irritations onto a page of paper. Even if you don't think of yourself as a writer or an artist, keeping a
travel journal is an amazing way to connect with your.

9: Ly Travel Notes
A travel journal is a place where you can write about all the place(s) you've visited, the adventure you've had and the
people you've met.
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